Now, if m is odd, then (m + 1 -2 iV-3 )/2 is an integer which may be taken as the value of b since it satisfies the conditions (7). It is easily seen that the set (6), in which b = (m + l -2 N~z )/2 and c is determined by (8), is not the set (4). However, if m is even and not equal to 2 N~S y then b = (m + 2 -2 N~z )/2 and c determined by (8) are integers which satisfy (7) and yield a set (6) which is not the set (4). But if m = 2 N~3 , then N^6 and b = 2 satisfies the conditions (7) on b and yields a set (6) ). Then (6) require no rearrangement, and c is respectively b or b+l. The resulting integers (6) differ from (4) when
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An interesting choice of integers b and c is that given by & = (w+l-2^- 4 where c n = f 0 u n d<fi(u) and \s n ] is a given sequence, defines a regular method of summation of the sequence {s n } provided that <j>(u) is of bounded variation on the interval O^gw^l, continuous at u = 0, and
If these conditions of regularity are fulfilled the sequence {c n } is said to be a regular moment sequence (briefly a regular sequence), the mass function </>(u) is said to be a regular mass function, and the method of summation involved is called a Hausdorff method of summation ( [l ] or [2] ) and is designated by the symbol [H, </>(u)]. It is the object of this note to exhibit new Hausdorff methods of summation which have the rare property of including Cesàro summability of all real and positive orders. 
The simplest regular mass function which we have been able to find which fulfills all of the five conditions of Theorem 1 for all values of n ^ 1 is the function
We observe that this function is monotone increasing on the interval (0, 1). If we modify (2.1) by writing
we obtain a mass function which also fulfills the conditions of Theorem 1 for all n^l. In comparing the mass functions <t> a (u) and </>b(u) we notice that <j>a{u) is much simpler in form than <j> b (u) . On the other hand the regular sequence associated with <j>b(u) has a simple form, while the regular sequence associated with cj> a {u) cannot be computed in elementary terms.
4. The difference matrix. In a recent paper [5] 
d<f)(t).
We observe now for the first time that m need not be a positive integer, the integral in (4.1) affording a definition for the fractional differences involved here.
If, for example, the mass functions 4> a {u) and </>b(u) are inserted in the difference matrix new methods of summation are generated which have the property of including all of the Cesàro methods. The method of summation thus generated by the mass function <j> a {u) has the mass function (1 -t) c~2 exp [t/(t -1)} dt, c^ 0, o where A is a normalizing factor which insures that <£ c (l) = l. On the basis of known results arising from inclusion problems in the difference matrix [5] we make the conjecture that summability [H, <j> c {u)\ increases in efficiency with increasing c.
